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Abstract 
Electrical fault is caused by over current, which is created by a variety of reasons, and makes loss and fever increase, further it will cause 
short circuit. On the basis of this essence, this paper reclassifies short circuit melted mark types. And builds a short circuit experiment 
platform to carry on simulation experiment based on the new classification system, and then the appearance and metallographic structure 
of the different melted marks are observed and analyzed in order to establish melted mark image system and offer reference for electrical 
fire material evidence. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Academic Committee 
of ICPFFPE 2013. 
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1. Foreword 
With the electrification increase of the modern society, the electrical fire accident happens frequently. From 2004 to 2011, 
1.399 million fires happened in total all over the country, in which electrical fires are 305.000, taking a percentage of 21.8%. 
A large number of data from the ministry of public security fire department indicates that electrical fire takes the first place 
in the number of fire, number of casualty and loss of economy [1]. 
Electrical fire is usually caused by the fault of electrical wire, electric equipment and power supply equipment. The 
released heat, electric arc, spark can ignite the equipment itself or other combustible under the condition of burning. And 
besides, electrical fire brings great threat and loss to people’s life and property. So it is of great importance for us to improve 
fire investigation and physical evidence identification work. 
The physical evidence identification of electrical fire is a technology which professional theoretical knowledge and 
technological methods are used, and the trace evidence found in the fire scene is identified in order to get the fire reason. 
The trace evidence is some round bead shape or irregular melted mark found in the fire scene, and they are divided into 
many different kinds according to different external environment condition [2]. The theoretical knowledge of electrical fire 
is still impeccable, the national standard 1997 and 2009 definite some related terminologies, but related compared images 
are not offered. So the ministry of public security fire department and research institution use more advanced instruments to 
study different factors on the form of short circuit melted mark from the perspective of quantitative.  
This paper is based on the essence of electrical fault, and then reclassifies short circuit melted mark types and establishes 
image system in order to provide objective reference for the identification of electrical fire short circuit melted mark. 
2. Discussion of short circuit types 
Electrical fault is caused by great change of the electric voltage and current, the great change makes the voltage and 
current pass the rated value a lot, and produce great heat in the line, it will burn out the wire and burn up the insulation. 
There are a variety of reasons on the change of the voltage and current, such as, the irrationality of the line design, the 
unreasonable choice of the electric equipment, circuit aging, and the breakdown of the insulation. 
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Traditional electrical fire melted mark is consist of primary short circuited melted mark, secondary short circuited melted 
mark, burned melted mark and electric heat melted mark [3]. Primary short circuit and secondary short circuit is definite by 
the sequence of short circuit and fire, so it is also called fire after short circuit and fire before short circuit. Many reasons 
can result in primary short circuit, such as wire worn, fault in the contact of wire and electric equipment, wire age, which 
can lead to great change of the electric current, and then release heat ,there is no doubt that the wire would be fusing and 
make fire occur. Secondary short circuit is also called fire before short circuit, because fire burns away the insulation, 
making short circuit fault happen. 
Excess load is another common electric fault, it means that the working voltage exceed the rated value, it will produce 
more wastage, terrible heat release, damage of insulation, and lead to electrical fire. The difference between primary short 
circuit and excess load is that, when excess load occur, the whole wire is on over heat condition, but in primary short circuit, 
it is only part of the wire that more wastage occur. So the paper regards excess load as a kind of short circuit, in order to 
differ from primary short circuit. 
Another reason to cause electric fault is leakage of electricity, it is produced by a potential difference between the ground 
and the electric equipment when connecting to electric wire. Circuit board fault, unreasonable design, aging, wet working 
environment, too much dust are all the influencing factors. On the other hand, the fault, electricity leakage of wire, result 
from the worn of the insulation, this is caused by friction, extrusion, damp condition and corrosion etc, and then it will 
produce a electricity leakage point, which will make electric current come into being when contact with other conductor. It 
is hard to avoid this fault, what we usually do is to lead this current to the ground so that danger will disappear. Therefore, 
leakage is another kind of short circuit. 
So the short circuit type system established in this paper is below, as Fig. 1 shows. 
 
     Fig. 1. Short circuit type system. 
3. Manufacture of melted marks and establishment of image system 
3.1. Experiment introduction 
Build short circuit simulation experiment platform, using direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) arc welding 
machine to offer power supply, and get electric fault melted mark of the four types every kind of electric current show in 
picture 1. After getting the melted marks, we use video microscope to take the pictures of the appearance, next we prepare 
sample, polish, corrode and use metallographic microscope to observe and take pictures of the metallographic images. 
These four types of short circuit experiment are based on different modes of wire connection. 
3.2. Establishment of image system 
We carry out 20 times experiments in each type. Classify all the images from the experiment, and describe them. This 
paper picks 16 pictures (Fig.2 to Fig.17) below in order to analyze the characteristics of the corresponding type [4]. 
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                                         Fig. 2. Melted mark appearance10X.                                 Fig. 3. Melted mark metallographic structure 200X. 
Generally speaking, the transition area is obvious. The shape is raised spherical or hemispheric. The colour is garnet and 
tan and hard to fusing. There are a larger number of sunk and raised melted marks on the surface. Metal lustre can be seen 
but not smooth enough. 
The boundary of melted mark and wire is obvious. The holes are small and little, mostly distribute in the transition area of 
the melted mark and wire [5]. There are many hypereutectic structures on the external surface of spherical melted marks, 
and to the inside it is some branch and broken crystal organization, and then is some big columnar crystal. Between the wire 
and these columnar is some small columnar or afterbirth-like crystal. 
 
(2) Secondary short circuit melted mark (DC 200A) 
    
     Fig. 4. Melted mark appearance 10X.                                   Fig. 5. Melted mark metallographic structure 50X. 
The boundary of melted mark and wire is not obvious enough.  No metal lustre. The shape is ellipsoidal. The diameter of 
the melted mark is bigger than the wire. The colour is tan and garnet and the surface is rugged with many sunken pits. 
The boundary is not very obvious. The holes are big, abundant and widespread, existing in everywhere of the melted 
mark. The metallographic structure are mainly big columnar crystal, there is no hypereutectic structures. 
 
(3) Grounded short circuit melted mark (DC 200A) 
    
       Fig. 6. Melted mark appearance 10X.                                       Fig. 7. Melted mark metallographic structure 100X. 
The boundary is a little obvious; the surface of the melted mark is smooth, with metal lustre on. 
The crystal is hard to distinguish; there are hardly holes in it. 
 
(4) Excess load short circuit melted mark (DC 100A) 
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       Fig. 8. Melted mark appearance 10X.                                  Fig. 9. Melted mark metallographic structure 100X. 
  The length of whole wire stretches, and becomes thin. Transition area of melted mark and wire is obvious. There are 
many different shapes. And the surface presents diffract. The colour is dark red. The surface is rough and presenting black. 
  The hole is small and little, there is many hypereutectic structures in the ragged edge, and then is some directional lathy 
branch crystal, isometric crystal and afterbirth-like crystal. Region close to wire is a large area of melt copper organization.  
 
(5) Primary short circuit melted mark (AC 400A) 
    
        Fig. 10. Melted mark appearance 10X.                                     Fig. 11. Melted mark metallographic structure 100X. 
The transition area of melted mark and wire is obvious. The shape is raised spherical or hemispheric. The colour is garnet 
and tan and hard to fusing. There are a larger number of sunk and raised melted marks on the surface and many metallic 
small particles attach to the sunken pit. Metal lustre can be seen but not smooth enough. 
The boundary of melted mark and wire is obvious. The holes are small and little, there are many hypereutectic structures 
on the external surface of spherical melted marks, and to the inside it is some branch and broken crystal organization, and 
then is some big columnar crystal. Between the wire and these columnar is some small columnar or afterbirth-like crystal. 
 
(6) Secondary short circuit melted mark (AC 400A) 
    
        Fig. 12. Melted mark appearance 10X.                             Fig. 13. Melted mark metallographic structure 500X. 
The melted mark is round bead shape. The colour is mostly rufous. There are many tiny melted marks around the round 
bead shape. The tail end of the wire is terribly oxidized, and there is a layer of black CuO on the surface. 
The metallographic structure is mainly columnar crystal and detailed afterbirth-like crystal. The boundary is very obvious 
and there are hardly holes. 
 
(7) Grounded short circuit melted mark (AC 300A) 
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     Fig. 14. Melted mark appearance 10X.                               Fig. 15. Melted mark metallographic structure 25X. 
The transition area of the melted mark and wire is not obvious enough. The colour is black and tawny. The surface is 
rugged, with some black spot (mainly is Cu O), and there are a large number of big holes. 
  The boundary is a little obvious. There are a large number of holes in the mark, and they are also widespread. The 
metallographic structure is mainly eutectic of Cu O and C . There is hardly other kind of crystals. 
(8) Excess load short circuit melted mark (AC 200A) 
    
      Fig. 16. Melted mark appearance 10X.                                   Fig. 17. Melted mark metallographic structure 100X. 
The smooth surface of the melted mark is covered with a layer of black carbide, the shape is mainly elliptic. 
 Metallographic structure is mostly afterbirth-like crystal and tiny columnar crystal, crystal boundary is obvious and thick. 
4. Conclusions 
Through carrying on short circuit simulate experiment to establish melted mark image system, we get an integrated 
comparison image, offering instrument and methods for electric fire investigation, on the other hand, we can get some 
reference from this. For the short circuit melted mark found in a real fire environment, we can analyze and summary the 
characteristics of the appearance and metallographic structure and then compare the appearance, shape, colour, hole and 
crystal type with the images in the system in order to find some similar fault melted marks and confirm its short circuit type. 
In this way, to some extent, we can reduce wrong conclusions if only rely on experience, and increase the veracity of the 
short circuit melted mark type identification. 
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